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Abstract—   A new wind speed product has been developed using 

bistatic radar data from NASA’s Cyclone Global Navigation 
Satellite System (CYGNSS) mission. The product addresses short-
comings in two existing CYGNSS gridded wind speed products, 
the L3 Gridded Fully Developed Seas (FDS) Wind Speeds and the 
L3 Storm-Centric Gridded products, which individually are 
optimized for global, non-storm conditions and localized, high 
wind speed tropical cyclone conditions, respectively. In order to 
create a unified gridded wind speed product that captures both the 
storm force winds and the far-field environmental wind speeds, 
wind fields from the two products are merged onto a common grid. 
The algorithm produces global (+/- 40o latitude) windspeeds, 
averaged over a +/-6 hour window, and reported on a 0.1x0.1o grid. 
Gridded wind speeds are reported every 6 hours for each tropical 
cyclone when there are overpasses available during that time 
interval. The files are output on a storm-by-storm basis. 
Quadrant-dependent tropical cyclone 34-knot wind radii are 
estimated from the merged wind fields and included in the dataset. 
The performance of the merged wind speed product is validated 
against HWRF model output and SMAP tropical cyclone wind 
products, and the temporal and spatial sampling of the dataset is 
characterized. The dataset is found to exceed current temporal 
coverage capabilities compared to other existing tropical cyclone 
wind speed remote sensing instruments, although limitations on 
high wind speed retrievals and variable spatial coverage are 
notable and can be attributed to weaknesses of the underlying 
GNSS-R modality.  

 
Index Terms— Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite System 

(CYGNSS), Global Navigation Satellite System-Reflectometry 
(GNSS-R), tropical cyclone, ocean surface wind speed. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
NCREASING tropical cyclone (TC) frequency and strength 
[1], combined with historically unprecedented populations 
in coastal regions [2] result in the need to better predict and 

provide guidance for these storms. For example, accurate and 
timely measurements of a TC’s size (typically captured by 
measures of TC significant wind radii; distance from the TC 
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center to a specific wind speed), structure (azimuthal variations 
in the wind radii), and intensity (typically measured by the 
maximum sustained windspeed, Vmax) are necessary for 
operational forecast models and to predict rapid intensification 
events that can be disastrous to coastal communities if timely 
evacuations are not carried out. While remote sensing 
instruments and in situ dropsondes deployed by airborne 
sensors (e.g., Hurricane Hunter aircraft) provide localized 
measurements of TC wind speeds [3], satellite remote sensing 
modalities of measuring TC winds provide the most practical 
means of achieving wide spatial coverage of TC wind fields. To 
this end, a number of TC wind speed products have been 
developed from satellite instruments. These satellite 
instruments fall primarily into the categories of scatterometers 
(e.g., ASCAT [4], HY-2C [5]), microwave radiometers (e.g., 
AMSR2 [6], SMAP [7], SMOS [8]), synthetic aperture radars 
(Sentinel-1 [9]), and, more recently, GNSS-R bistatic radars 
(CYGNSS [10,11], SPIRE [12]). Each of these remote sensing 
modalities have their limits, strengths, and weaknesses. For 
example, scatterometers are frequently used to measure TC 
wind radii, but the loss of signal sensitivity at high wind speeds 
can affect TC wind speed accuracy [13]. The signal from L-
band microwave radiometers has the benefit of being largely 
impervious to precipitation, but the resolution can be too coarse 
to resolve fine-scale TC features [14,15]. SAR provides the 
highest spatial resolution of the aforementioned modalities (on 
the order of meters vs kilometers) and as such can identify fine-
scale TC features [16], however, the availability of SAR 
imagery for operational TC applications is limited by low 
latency.   While GNSS-R based TC wind retrievals are available 
at high revisit rates, the estimates contain greater uncertainty at 
high wind speeds [17]. A summary of strengths and weaknesses 
of a subset of currently operating satellite sensors with TC wind 
products is shown in Table I. A thorough review of TC wind 
speed products can be found in [18].  

This work describes a new TC wind speed product based on 
data from the NASA Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite 
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System-Reflectometry (CYGNSS) mission. The CYGNSS 
constellation originally consisted of 8 microsatellites mounted 
with GNSS-R bistatic radar receivers, each capable of 
simultaneously tracking GPS specular reflections from four 
locations on the Earth’s surface [21]. The tracks of a GNSS-R 
instrument are essentially pixel-wide swaths with an effective 
resolution of ~25km over the ocean. The CYGNSS 
constellation was launched into a low Earth orbit in December 
2016 with the primary goal of measuring ocean surface wind 
speeds over the tropics and in particular, within the core of TCs. 
In November 2022, one satellite was lost, and the mission 
currently collects data from the remaining seven satellites, 
which are all in good health. Wind speeds are inferred from the 
CYGNSS data by using delay doppler maps (DDMs), to derive 
normalized bistatic radar cross-sections (NBRCS), from which 
wind speed is retrieved using a geophysical model function 
(GMF) that relates the NBRCS to surface wind speeds [17]. 
Through employment of a constellation of receivers operating 
at long wavelengths and the inclined orbit, the main strengths 
of the CYGNSS mission are frequent overpass rates, relatively 
low cost, and the ability to measure through rain and clouds.  

 
TABLE I 

COMPARISON OF EXISTING SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING 
INSTRUMENTS MEASURING TROPICAL CYCLONE WINDS 

 

 
 

A number of CYGNSS wind speed products have been 
produced with variations in the underlying algorithms that aim 
to optimize the retrieved wind speeds for specific conditions. 
E.g., the Level 3 Gridded Wind Speed product [22,23] contains 
two versions of estimated wind speeds; one for fully developed 
seas (FDS) conditions as would occur with low-moderate wind 
forcing, and a second for young seas limited fetch (YSLF) 
conditions such as occurs with TCs wind level forcing. These 
products are output on an hourly basis and as a result, each wind 
field contains significant gaps between tracks. To produce a 
data product that provides better spatial coverage of TCs, a 
second L3 data product was produced that collocates CYGNSS 
YSLF wind fields on a 0.2x0.2°grid over a 7.2x7.2° window 
centered on a given storm. This product, the Level 3 Storm-
Centric Gridded (L3 SCG) wind speed product, collocates 
CYGNSS tracks over a longer window than the standard 
CYGNSS wind speed products, provides more comprehensive 

coverage of TC wind fields, and improves wind speed quality 
by employing both along-track and cross-track quality control 
(QC) [24]-[26].  Even with the longer averaging window, the 
L3 SCG product typically has coarser spatial coverage and 
greater variability compared to similar products provided by the 
SMAP and AMSR2 instruments [27], but the ability to measure 
storm winds several times a day allows for the possibility of 
capturing rapid intensification events that the latter sensors may 
miss.  
 

This new TC wind speed product, the CYGNSS Level 3 
Merged Storm (L3 MRG) wind speed data product [28], 
improves on the L3 SCG algorithm by merging the L3 SCG 
wind speeds with CYGNSS L3 FDS wind speeds far from the 
TC center. This approach produces 6-hourly gridded wind 
speeds for TCs over both the inner core region of the storm and 
across the wider surrounding area. The two products are merged 
over a transition zone between these two regions using a 
radially tapered averaging scheme over an annular region 
centered on the storm center and extending across the 34-knot 
wind radius. This merged wind speed product provides 
improved spatial coverage compared to the L3 SCG wind 
speed, and improved retrieval performance in the storm’s inner 
core compared to the L3 FDS gridded wind speed. The 
inclusion of L3 FDS winds allows for global coverage in place 
of the limited 7.2x7.2° moving grid employed by the L3 SCG 
algorithm. A merged product, combining YSLF and FDS 
components in the appropriate regions near and far from a 
storm, also eliminates the need for end users of the wind product 
to decide for themselves which component is appropriate to use. 
In addition to the CYGNSS merged wind speeds, the L3 MRG 
algorithm produces quadrant-specific 34-knot wind radii 
estimates from the L3 MRG wind fields when sampling and 
storm structure allow. 

II. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION  

A. Merged Wind Speed Algorithm Description 
The L3 MRG algorithm produces data files for storms that 

are tracked by the National Hurricane Center (NHC) or the Joint 
Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC). The algorithm requires a 
priori knowledge of a TC’s track to define the storm center at 
latitude 𝜑!" and longitude 𝜃!", which are obtained by the Best 
Track files produced by these agencies. The storm tracks are 
provided by the NHC’s Best Track files [29] for storms 
occurring in the Northern Atlantic and Eastern Pacific, and the 
JTWC for storms occurring in the Western North Pacific [30], 
North Indian Ocean [31], and over the Southern Hemisphere 
[32].  

The L3 MRG wind speed algorithm transitions from 100% 
L3 SCG wind speeds to 100% L3 FDS wind speeds via a 
tapered weighted averaging scheme, over a radial distance 
defined by the storm’s size. Because the L3 FDS wind speed 
product is defined on a 0.2x0.2° grid whereas the L3 SCG 
product uses a 0.1x0.1° grid, the L3 FDS product is resampled 
onto a 0.1x0.1° grid prior to the merging of the two windspeed 
products. The resampling subdivides each 0.2x0.2° grid cell 
into four 0.1x0.1° cells and assigns the same L3 FDS wind 
speed value to each cell.  
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The L3 MRG product produces wind fields on a 6-hourly 
cadence at 0000, 0600, 1200 and 1800 UTC whenever 
CYGNSS overpasses are available in a storm’s vicinity for that 
6-hourly interval. Otherwise, the 6-hourly interval is absent 
from the files. Since the L3 SCG product is generated at 6-
hourly intervals, the L3 MRG algorithm uses the corresponding 
L3 SCG product directly. The L3 FDS product is generated at 
hourly intervals, therefore the L3 FDS wind field that is used in 
the merging algorithm is a composite of the L3 FDS products 
generated over a +/- 6-hour interval centered on each L3 MRG 
reporting time. L3 FDS samples are added to the composite grid 
beginning with the samples furthest in time from the center of 
the 12-hour time interval. If a sample is available at a closer 
time to the center of the 12-hour interval, it replaces any sample 
in the same grid cell from a more distant time relative to the 
reporting time. The measurement time offset (relative to the 
reporting time) of each FDS sample used is reported as ancillary 
information in the L3 MRG data product files. This composite 
approach provides a more fully populated L3 FDS grid for the 
L3 MRG algorithm and ensures that the reported winds are as 
close as possible to the center of the time interval.  

The merging algorithm is defined with respect to three nested 
regions. The inner region corresponds to the inner core of the 
tropical cyclone. The outer region corresponds to distances far 
from the storm. The transition region is defined as the region 
between the inner and outer regions. The borders of the three 
regions are defined by the radial distance from the storm center, 
determined by the Best Track storm center location at the center 
time of the 12 hour time interval over which a particular L3 
MRG product is generated. The radial distance from the storm 
center to the boundary of the inner core, Rinner, is given by 

 

𝑅#$$%& =	 &
𝑅25𝑚𝑠																	𝑖𝑓	𝑉'() ≥ 25	𝑚/𝑠
𝑅'() − 50	𝑘𝑚			𝑖𝑓	𝑉'() < 25	𝑚/𝑠4.     (1) 

 
where R25ms is the minimum radial distance from the storm 

center outside of which all L3 SCG wind speeds are less than 
25 m/s, Vmax is the maximum L3 SCG wind speed, and Rmax is 
the minimum radial distance from the storm center to the 
boundary of the 7.2x7.2° L3 SCG domain. 

The radial distance Router is defined as the maximum distance 
from Vmax in the L3 SCG grid, less 50 km: 

 
𝑅*+,%& = max8R(u-./)=– 	50km.                 (2) 

 
The merging algorithm produces a merged wind speed, 

𝑢012, from the L3 SCG and FDS wind speeds, 𝑢342 and 𝑢563, 
according to 

 

𝑢012 = B
𝑢342 																𝑖𝑓	𝑟 ≤ 𝑅#$$%&

(1 − 𝑎)𝑢342 + 𝑎𝑢563		𝑖𝑓	𝑅#$$%& < 𝑟 < 𝑅*+,%&
𝑢563															𝑖𝑓	𝑟 ≥ 𝑅*+,%&

H, (3)                             

 
where r is the radial distance from the storm center to the 

sample and a = (r – Rmin)/(Rmax – Rmin). Each L3 MRG wind 
speed is accompanied by its corresponding uncertainty value, 
𝜎012, as defined by  

 

𝜎012 = B
𝜎342 																							𝑖𝑓	𝑟 ≤ 𝑅#$$%&

K(1 − 𝑎)7𝜎3427 + 𝑎7𝜎5637 		𝑖𝑓	𝑅#$$%& < 𝑟 < 𝑅*+,%&
𝜎563																						𝑖𝑓	𝑟 ≥ 𝑅*+,%&

H,

 (4) 
 
where 𝜎342 and 𝜎563 are, respectively, the uncertainties of 

the SCG and FDS samples used. 
 
An example of a merged wind field is shown in Fig. 1 for 

Hurricane Sam on Oct. 2, 2021, at reporting time 1200Z. The 
main figure shows the full wind field while the inset 
corresponding to the red box shows a region around the 
hurricane encompassing the storm and the transition region.  

 
Fig. 1. Example L3 MRG wind field for Hurricane Sam on Oct. 2, 2021, 1200Z. 
The bottom figure shows the full merged wind field, while the inset zooms in 
on the region surrounding the storm.  

B. CYGNSS 34-knot Wind Radii Algorithm  
Quadrant-specific 34 kt (~17.5 m/s) wind radii (R34) are 

estimated directly from the CYGNSS L3 MRG wind fields and 
included in the L3 MRG data files. The inputs to the 34-knot 
radii algorithm are the L3 MRG wind field 𝑢012(𝜑, 𝜃) and 
estimated storm center at latitude 𝜑3 and longitude 𝜃3. Note that 
𝜑3 and 𝜃3 are not the Best Track storm center coordinates but 
rather the storm center estimated from the L3 MRG wind field, 
determined by locating the maximum wind speed in the inner 
region of the merged wind field.  
 

An example of the R34 algorithm is shown here for the 
CYGNSS L3 MRG wind field depicted in Fig. 2 taken from the 
TC Calvinia (2020) data file. First, the wind field is projected 
onto an equivalent polar co-ordinate system 𝑢012(𝛷, 𝑑) as a 
function of azimuth (𝛷) and radial distance (𝑑) centered about 
an estimate of the storm’s center using precomputed masks, 
examples of which are depicted in Fig. 3. The radial window 
extends 1000 km away from the storm center.  The wind field 
is then azimuthally (𝛷) integrated over the Northeast (NE), 
Southeast (SE), Southwest (SW) and Northwest (NW) 
quadrants using (5)-(8) respectively, collapsing the two-
dimensional wind field into a radial profile: 
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𝑢01289 (𝑑) = :
;!(=)

∑ 𝑢012(Φ, 𝑑)
?@"#
?@A                  (5) 

 
𝑢01239 (𝑑) = :

;!(=)
∑ 𝑢012(Φ, 𝑑)?@7B
?@CB/7                  (6) 

 

𝑢012
,3F (𝑑) = :

8$(=)
∑ uGH/(𝛷, 𝑑)
I@%&#
I@J                  (7)          

  
𝑢012		8F(𝑑) = :

8$(=)
∑ uGH/(𝛷, 𝑑)I@B
I@"#

,              (8)         

 
where 𝑁I is the total number of samples at radial distance 𝑑 

in each quadrant. Examples of the resulting radial profiles for 
the wind field shown in Fig. 2 are depicted in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 2. Example CYGNSS L3 MRG wind field from TC Calvinia at 0600Z on 
Jan 1, 2020.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Masks used for azimuthal integration of CYGNSS L3 MRG wind fields 
(a) azimuth relative to storm center; (b) radial distance relative to storm center. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
Fig. 4. Azimuthally integrated radial wind profiles. Red horizontal line 
indicates 34 kt (~17.5 m/s) point, blue vertical line indicates retrieved R34 value 
obtained using eqn. 9. (a) Northwest; (b) Northeast; (c) Southwest; (d) 
Southeast.  

 
Subsequently, 𝑅34L is estimated using (9) for every quadrant 
for which a 𝑢012

		L  value exceeding 34 kts is reported within a 
500 km radial separation from the storm’s center.  
 

 𝑅34L = 	argmin
																							=∗

W𝑢012
		L (𝑑) − 34W (9) 

 
By comparison of L3 MRG R34 retrievals to the Hurricane 

Weather Research and Forecast (HWRF) model [33] dataset 
over a multi-year period, we determined that retrieval 
performance is improved through the introduction of a quadrant 
specific debiasing term, summarized in Table II. The most 
likely cause of the bias is reduced sensitivity to higher wind 
speeds on the part of CYGNSS. This is consistent with the 
largest bias occurring in the NE quadrant where peak winds 
tend to be highest, and the smallest bias in the SW quadrant.  
The debiasing factors are applied to the radii obtained by (9) to 
calculate the final R34 estimates.  
 

TABLE II 
DEBIASING FACTORS FOR THE L3 MRG 34-KNOT WIND RADII 

 
Quadrant Debiasing Factor (km) 
NE 71.19 
SE 56.97 
SW 37.19 
NW 43.43 

 
It is important to note that retrieval quality and related 

uncertainties of the R34 estimates are dependent on a variety of 
factors including level of storm development, specific 
observation geometries, range corrected gains and related 
variations across the subset of measurements used to form the 
L3 wind field, the adequacy of quadrant sampling (i.e. the 
percentage of a given quadrant with reported CYGNSS winds), 
and proximity to land. For example, the average difference 
between the Best Track storm centers and that used by the R34 
algorithm (𝜑N, 𝜃N) is 233 km, with a standard deviation of 144 
km. These errors are likely caused by the sparse nature of the 
CYGNSS data, whereby an overpass directly over the storm's 
center during the reporting interval may not occur. 
Additionally, the saturation of the CYGNSS signal at high wind 
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speeds means that even when data is collected over the storm 
center, overall there will be a 'flattening' of the TC wind speeds 
that makes it more difficult to identify the true Vmax. The 
uncertainty in the location of the storm center based on the 
CYGNSS data has implications on the accuracy of the R34 
estimates. The R34 estimation algorithm uses the CYGNSS-
derived storm center to define the annulus over which the radial 
CYGNSS wind profiles are used to determine the R34 location 
in each quadrant, and as the result of a shifted storm center, the 
R34 algorithm may not capture the true radial wind speed 
profiles. In light of error sources such as this, quantification of 
R34 retrieval uncertainty as a function of these dependencies 
and further improvements to the algorithm are anticipated as 
part of future product releases. 

III. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION AND VALIDATION 

A. Coverage Statistics  
     1) Temporal Coverage: To determine the CYGNSS L3 
MRG temporal coverage, we calculate statistics based on the 
percentage of 6-hourly increments over a storm's lifecycle that 
an L3 MRG wind field is reported. We define the lifecycle of a 
storm based on storm status time series reported in the Best 
Track files, where a storm’s lifecycle is considered having 
begun when it meets the criteria of having well defined surface 
circulation, e.g., a status of low (LO) or tropical depression 
(TD). The storm's lifecycle is considered complete just prior to 
the time that the storm reaches and remains in either 
extratropical (EX), low (LO), or disturbance (DB) status, or if 
the Best Track record ends. Note that the L3 MRG files often 
contain wind fields corresponding to times outside of this 
definition of storm lifecycle since the Best Track files 
frequently contain data for times that extend outside this 
window. These wind fields are excluded from the temporal 
coverage analysis. Storms that never reach tropical storm level 
are also excluded, as well as storms that do not have status 
reported. With these exclusions the L3 MRG SDR v3.2 data 
record covers 360 named storms over 2019-2023. The temporal 
coverage over this dataset averages 57.5%, with a range 8-78%, 
and a standard deviation of 12%. A histogram of the temporal 
coverage over the 360 storms analyzed is shown in Fig. 5.  

 
Fig. 5. Histogram of the number of 6-hourly increments that contain an L3 
MRG wind field over a storm’s lifecycle.  
 

Examples of temporal coverage for individual storms are 
shown in Fig. 6, where the green dots in each panel indicate 
Best Track storm center locations and the red circles indicate an 

L3 MRG wind field is available for the time corresponding to 
that Best Track point. Fig. 6(a) shows an example of relatively 
low temporal coverage (12%) for Hurricane Erick (lifecycle:  
7/27/2019 12Z – 8/04/2019 18Z), Fig. 6(b) shows an example 
of mid-range temporal coverage (46%) for Tropical Storm 
Pabuk (lifecycle: 12/30/2018 12Z – 01/06/2019 06Z), and Fig. 
6(c) shows an example of high coverage (76%) for Hurricane 
Tammy (lifecycle: 10/11/2023 12Z – 10/26/2023 00Z).  

 
Fig. 6. Examples of low, medium, and high L3 MRG temporal coverage for 
Hurricane Erick (2019) at 12% coverage (a), Tropical Storm Pabuk (2018) at 
46% coverage (b), and Hurricane Tammy (2023) at 76% coverage.  
 
A detailed view of temporal coverage is shown in Fig. 7 for 
Hurricane Enrique (lifecycle: 6/25/2021 06Z – 6/30/2021 12Z) 
where the grid rows are the days covering Enrique’s lifecycle, 
the columns are the 6-hourly reporting times, and the plots are 
L3 MRG wind fields in the vicinity of the storm. The temporal 
coverage for this storm is 59%, and the L3 MRG availability 
varies from 0-3 out of 4 reporting periods per day.  10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
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Fig. 7. Wind field coverage for Hurricane Enrique (2021). Storm lifecycle: 
6/25/2021 06Z – 6/30/21 12Z. The CYGNSS L3 MRG coverage is 59%.  
 
A second full lifecycle view is shown in Fig. 8 for a longer 
lasting storm, Typhoon Wutip, that by our definition has a 
lifecycle of 2/19/2019 00Z – 2/28/2019 06Z. The L3 MRG 
temporal coverage for Typhoon Wutip is 71%.  
 

 
Fig. 8. Wind field coverage for Typhoon Wutip (2019). Lifecycle: 2/19/2019 
00Z – 2/28/2019 06Z. The L3 MRG temporal coverage is 71%. 
 

A breakdown of the number of daily overpasses over the 360 
storm dataset is shown in Table III. Based on these statistics, 
the most likely number of overpasses (the mode) is 3 and the 
average number of overpasses is 2.1. 

TABLE III 
NUMBER OF OVERPASSES PER DAY OVER A 360 STORM 

DATASET 

Number of overpasses per day  0 1 2 3 4 

% of dataset 10.7 11.1 34.1 43.5 0.6 

 
2) Spatial Coverage: To characterize the spatial coverage of 
the L3 MRG SDR v3.2 dataset with respect to storm winds, 
statistics are generated by calculating the fraction of the L3 
MRG grid that contains wind speeds for two regions: (1) the 
region that extends from the CYGNSS estimated storm center 
at latitude 𝜑3 and longitude 𝜃3 to the Best Track reported R34 
radii to quantify inner core coverage, and (2) the region that 
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extends from the Best Track reported R34 value to 2*R34, to 
quantify outer core coverage. For both regions, a single R34 
value is determined by taking the maximum of the available 
quadrant-specific 34 knot radii reported in the Best Track 
files. Wind fields where R34 values are not reported are 
excluded from the analysis. This results in a total of 4893 
wind fields that are analyzed for inner and outer core spatial 
coverage. Note that these wind fields include all the wind 
fields available in the L3 MRG files, including those that fall 
outside of our storm lifecycle definition bounds. The 
histograms in Fig. 9 summarize the fractional coverage 
distribution for the inner core (Fig. 9(a)) and outer core (Fig. 
9(b)). The average inner and outer core coverages are 61.6% 
and 56.3%, with standard deviations of 21% and 19%, 
respectively.  

 
Fig. 9. Normalized histograms of the fractional inner core (a) and outer core (b) 
coverage over 4893 L3 MRG wind fields.  
 
Examples of varying spatial coverage are shown for three 
storms in Fig. 10. Fig. 10(a) shows a wind field from Hurricane 
Otis, a relatively small storm. In this case the L3 MRG wind 
field largely excludes the inner core on the TC (15% coverage) 
but the outer core is fairly well-represented at 65% coverage. 
Fig. 10(b) shows a wind field from Hurricane Tammy. The L3 
MRG wind field captures more of the inner core of the TC in 
this case, but the coverage still contains significant gaps. In Fig. 
10(c), a well-sampled wind field for Hurricane Sam is shown, 
where the inner and outer core coverage are ~90%.  

 
Fig. 10. Examples of varying spatial coverage for 3 hurricanes: (a) Otis, with 
inner and outer core spatial coverages of 15% and 65%, respectively; (b) 
Tammy, with inner and outer core spatial coverages of 30% and 51%, 
respectively; and (c) Sam, with inner and outer core spatial coverages of 89% 
and 91%, respectively. The magenta circles represent the Best Track 34-knot 
wind radii (inner circles) and the radii at double the Best Track 34-knot wind 
radii (outer circles).  

B. Wind Field Comparisons to HWRF 
For analysis of the CYGNSS L3 MRG wind speeds, 

measurements over major hurricanes from 2018-2022 of the L3 
MRG SDR v3.2 dataset were used. Comparisons were 
conducted with respect to HWRF reanalysis winds and Soil 
Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) radiometer winds.  HWRF is 
an operational model developed by the National Centers for 
Environmental Prediction (NCEP). HWRF provides 3 domains 
(one parent and 2 nested) and is based on the initial position of 
the storm and on the National Hurricane Center (NHC) forecast 
of the 72-hour storm position. The 2 nested domains move 
along the storm with a coverage of 24 deg x 24 deg and 7 deg x 
7 deg for the middle and the inner nest respectively. For our 
purposes, we use the inner nest gridding that offers the finest 
resolution of about 0.015 deg (approx. 2 kms). The CYGNSS 
wind speed estimates are matched to the HWRF inner nest grid, 
which has a spacing of 2 kms. The HWRF winds are re-sampled 
to CYGNSS resolution and are co-located to CYGNSS wind 
estimates with a maximum temporal separation of 60 minutes 
and a maximum spatial separation of 0.25 deg latitude and 
longitude. Fig. 11 shows a log-density scatter plot of the 
matched-up CYGNSS and HWRF winds where the colorscale 
indicates the log of the density in units of samples per grid cell. 
The RMSD and bias between the CYGNSS and HWRF match 
ups for wind speeds less than 30 m/s are 5.75 and 3.28 m/s, 
respectively, and for wind speeds less than 40 m/s are 8.5 and 
5.9 m/s, respectively. 
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Fig. 11. Log-density scatter plot between CYGNSS L3 MRG and HWRF wind 
measurements in hurricanes. The RMSD and bias for wind speeds less than 30 
m/s are 5.75 and 3.28 m/s, respectively, and for wind speeds less than 40 m/s 
are 8.5 and 5.9 m/s, respectively.  
 

The CYGNSS L3 MRG winds are then filtered to only 
include samples where the quality flag is set to zero. As with 
the wind speed product itself, the quality filter is a merging of 
the filters used by the two wind speed products being merged. 
For samples within the R34 radius arising from the L3 SCG data 
product, the quality flag tests for consistency between wind 
speed measurements made by different satellites in the same 
grid cell. This filter is described in [24, 25]. For samples outside 
of the R34 radius arising from the L3 FDS data product, the 
quality flag as described in [22] leverages quality flags at earlier 
(Level 1 and 2) stages of data processing which test for nominal 
hardware status and limit checks on a variety of engineering 
parameters. Filtering the dataset to samples where the quality 
flag is set to zero results in a total dataset consisting of 
approximately 13.57 million observations in and around 
hurricanes. Fig. 12 shows the comparison of distribution of 
wind speeds between HWRF and CYGNSS. It can be observed 
that the HWRF wind speed distribution has a longer tail than 
CYGNSS, implying a possible saturation of CYGNSS 
measurements at about 50 m/s. Fig. 13 shows the performance 
of CYGNSS L3 MRG winds with respect to HWRF reference 
winds using RMSD and bias as the metrics. The bias here is 
defined as (𝑢OF15 − 𝑢4P2). Below 5 m/s there is a negative bias 
indicating that CYGNSS overestimates compared to HWRF, 
and the bias gradually increases with wind speed indicating that 
CYGNSS begins to underestimate winds compared to HWRF 
with increase in wind speed. The RMSD is less than 10 m/s up 
to wind speeds of about 25 m/s, which is considered to be low-
moderate range wind speeds and can become as high as 20 m/s 
at very high winds (~ 40 m/s). Above 40 m/s the CYGNSS 
measurements get saturated and the RMSD gets driven by bias 
alone and therefore is not reliable. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Wind speed distribution in the  CYGNSS-HWRF matchup dataset. 
 

 
Fig. 13. RMSD and bias of CYGNSS L3 MRG winds compared to HWRF 
reference winds. 
 

C. Wind Field Comparisons to SMAP 
The above comparisons were repeated with winds from the 

SMAP radiometer as the reference. The SMAP satellite 
observatory consists of both an active radar and a passive 
radiometer sharing a common L-band feed horn. The passive L-
band radiometer generates surface measurements at a resolution 
of 39x47 kms with a repeat cycle of approximately 8 days. The 
SMAP data product developed by Remote Sensing Solutions 
(RSS) [34] is used as a reference in this analysis. These data 
products are Level 3 daily gridded products with a grid spacing 
of 0.25 deg. The CYGNSS-SMAP matchup data is developed 
by co-locating CYGNSS and SMAP winds within a spatial 
separation of 0.25 latitude/longitude and 180 mins of temporal 
separation. This results in a total dataset of about 2.85 million 
samples. Fig. 14 shows a log-density scatter plot of the 
matched-up CYGNSS L3 MRG and SMAP winds, where the 
colorscale indicates the log of the density in units of samples 
per grid cell. The RMSD and bias between the CYGNSS and 
SMAP match ups for wind speeds less than less than 30 m/s are 
6.92 and 5.17 m/s, respectively, and for wind speeds less than 
40 m/s are 9.9 and 8.03 m/s, respectively. Fig. 15 shows the 
wind speed distribution in the dataset and Fig. 16 shows the 
RMSD and bias with respect to SMAP winds. A comparison of 
Figs. 12 and 15 indicates there is consistency in RMSD and bias 
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between the L3 MRG dataset and the two independent reference 
datasets. 
 

 
Fig. 14. Log-density scatter plot between CYGNSS L3 MRG and SMAP wind 
measurements in hurricanes. The RMSD and bias for wind speeds less than 30 
m/s are 6.92 and 5.17 m/s, respectively, and for wind speeds less than 40 m/s 
are 9.9 and 8.03 m/s, respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 15. Wind speed distribution in the  CYGNSS-SMAP matchup dataset. 
 

 
Fig. 16. RMSD and bias of CYGNSS L3 MRG winds compared to SMAP 
reference winds. 
 

D. 34-knot Wind Radii Performance 
1) Temporal coverage: Because the L3 MRG storm files may 
cover a period that extends beyond the closed-circulation stages 

of a storm, R34 values are not relevant to many of the L3 MRG 
wind fields. Therefore, to determine the temporal coverage of 
the L3 MRG R34 product, only wind fields with a Best Track 
reported status of Tropical Depression (TD), Tropical Storm 
(TS), or Hurricane (HU) are used in the analysis. Note that the 
HU category includes storms categorized in the Best Track files 
as Typhoons because of their occurrence in the Southern 
Hemisphere. Further, it can be expected that a storm’s size and 
strength will impact the ability of the L3 MRG algorithm to 
return R34 value, so we break up the analysis to cover the 
categories of TD, TS, and HU individually. This process results 
in a total of 1222 TD wind fields, 2897 TS wind fields, and 1773 
HU wind fields. The statistics for the temporal availability of 
R34 values of each of these categories is shown in Table IV. In 
general, it can be seen that there is a correlation between storm 
status and R34 availability, with the percentage of wind fields 
producing any R34 quadrant estimates greatest for the HU 
category (69%), and least for the TD category (11%). The 
number of quadrants that are retrieved is also correlated to 
storm status. Of the wind fields that generate at least one 
quadrant specific R34 estimate, only one quadrant is reported 
over 30% of these wind fields for the TD category, 17% for the 
TS category, and 9% for the HU category. This pattern holds 
for the percent of wind fields that return exactly 2 and 3 
quadrant estimates in each category, with the HU category 
overall providing the greatest percentage of wind fields that 
return all four R34 quadrant retrievals (62%).  
 

TABLE IV 
PERCENT OF WIND FIELDS WHERE QUADRANT-SPECIFIC 34-

KNOT WIND RADII ARE AVAILABLE 
 

 
 
2) Comparison to HWRF: The accuracy of the CYGNSS L3 
MRG 34-knot quadrant-specific wind radii are characterized by 
comparison to R34 values provided by HWRF. Fig. 17 
compares HRWF R34 estimates to CYGNSS over 175 
reference wind fields. The RMSD over all data points is 90.1 
km, the bias is -1.2 km, and the unbiased RMSD (URMSD) is 
80.8 km. While the retrievals span a wide range of R34s that 
include estimates as small as ~50 km and as large as ~450 km, 
the R value is 70.1%, indicating good correlation to the HWRF 
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34-knot wind radii.  

 
Fig. 17. Quadrant-specific 34-knot wind radii retrieval comparisons to HWRF 
using a CYGNSS data record spanning 175 reference HWRF wind fields, where 
the symbols signify the quadrant (circles = NE, squares = SE, diamonds = SW, 
and stars = NW), and the color designates the Best Track storm category from 
TD to Category 5 HU. Correlation estimated to be ~70%.  

IV. DISCUSSION  
A primary motivation for development of the new L3 MRG 

data product is the desire to eliminate complications associated 
with having two distinct wind speed products – one in fully 
developed seas and the other in young seas with limited fetch. 
The origin of this distinction is the sensitivity of GNSS-R 
measurements not only to the smaller capillary waves which are 
directly forced by local surface winds, but also to longer swell 
waves. The balance between shorter and longer wave portions 
of the ocean surface roughness spectrum are in equilibrium in a 
fully developed sea but tend to be less so in organized cyclonic 
storms, where wind speed and direction can change 
significantly on much shorter time scales and fetch lengths. As 
a result, the same GNSS-R measurement can correspond to two 
different wind speeds, depending on whether the measurement 
is made in well developed or young seas. By merging the two 
products together across the transition zone from young to fully 
developed seas in the vicinity of the 34 knot wind radius, data 
users are provided with a single wind speed product that is 
applicable in both the inner core of storms and in the 
background environmental wind field through which the storm 
passes. In terms of data usage, the L3 MRG product is intended 
to support data assimilation schemes for the numerical weather 
prediction of storms, which require inputs for both the inner 
core and surrounding winds.   

 
The flight segment architecture of the CYGNSS mission was 

designed to maximize the frequency of storm measurements. 
With its constellation of 8 satellites (now 7 as of November 
2022) all operating at a shallow 35o orbit inclination, there are 
L3 MRG products generated in either 2 or 3 of the 6 hr intervals 
in a day for 78% of the days throughout a storm’s lifecycle, with 

1 6-hourly product generated for 11% of the days and no 
product generated the other 11% of the time. This high temporal 
sampling rate is to be compared to that provided by a traditional 
scatterometer or microwave radiometer wind sensor on a polar 
orbiting platform with a 2 or 3 day revisit time. For a 2 day 
revisit, a single 6-hourly observation of the storm is produced 
50% of the time, no observation is produced 50% of the time, 
and multiple observations in a day are never produced. For a 3 
day revisit, one 6-hourly observation is produced 33% of the 
time and no observation is produced 67% of the time.   

 
The 6-hourly reporting interval of the L3 MRG product is 

chosen to be consistent with the standard initialization cadence 
used by operational hurricane numerical prediction models. The 
window of data collection (12 hr) is chosen to be twice as wide 
as the reporting interval (6 hr) in order to satisfy the Nyquist 
sampling criteria for time varying signals. Use of a 12 hr 
window precludes changes on time scales of less than 12 hrs 
from being resolved, and the L3 MRG wind fields are reported 
at twice the rate of the shortest resolvable changes. It should be 
noted that use of a 12 hr window results in some individual 
samples being used in two successive 6-hourly reports. This is 
a general feature of time averaged signals that are reported at or 
above the Nyquist rate.  

 
The quality of CYGNSS measurements of ocean surface 

wind speed varies with the wind speed itself. The underlying 
cause is a decrease in the strength of the GPS signal scattered 
from the ocean surface in the forward (specular) direction as the 
surface roughness increases with increasing wind speed. In 
addition, the rate of change of the scattered signal strength with 
respect to wind speed also decreases as wind speed increases. 
These two dependencies are represented by the Geophysical 
Model Function (GMF) that maps wind speed to scattering 
cross section, and the slope of the GMF with respect to wind 
speed. The GMF and its development are described in detail in 
[17]. This general tendency will be true of all wind sensors 
using the GNSS-R remote sensing technique. A direct 
consequence of this behavior for the L3 MRG data product is 
an increase in the uncertainty of its wind speed estimates as the 
wind speed increases, and a significant loss of sensitivity above 
~40 m/s. One possible mitigation strategy to recover the high 
wind sensitivity has been considered in [35] not for CYGNSS 
but for possible follow on missions. While the behavior of the 
GMF at high wind speeds is an intrinsic property of ocean 
surface scattering and not mission specific, the ability to 
accurately measure the weaker scattered signal at high wind 
speeds can be improved by increasing the signal-to-noise ratio 
of the measurements. A specific engineering approach to 
improving the measurement SNR is addressed in [35]. 

V. SUMMARY 
A new gridded wind speed product has been developed that 

merges two existing CYGNSS L3 gridded data products to 
produce unified wind fields that optimize the CYGNSS data 
both near and far from storm force winds. The merged data 
product requires ancillary Best Track storm latitudes and 
longitudes and produces files for all TCs that are tracked by the 
NHC and JTWC. When sampling is adequate, 34-knot wind 
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radii are estimated from the merged wind fields.  
 

Analysis of the resulting L3 MRG SDR v3.2 dataset indicates 
that the product excels at providing high temporal coverage of 
TCs, with an average of 2.1 overpasses per day and an average 
of 57.5% temporal coverage over TC lifecycles. The spatial 
coverage of the L3 MRG wind fields near TCs is highly 
variable, with average inner and outer core coverages of 61.6% 
and 56.3% and standard deviations of 21% and 19%, 
respectively. Comparison to other sources of TC wind speed 
products (HWRF and Remote Sensing Solution’s SMAP TC 
wind product) indicates a consistent bias towards lower wind 
speeds. This is consistent with observed behavior of GNSS-R 
derived wind speeds that demonstrate saturation at high wind 
speeds and greater uncertainty at storm-force winds.  

 
The 34-knot wind radii produced from the L3 MRG wind 

fields correlate well with reference (HWRF) values, but the 
dataset has considerable scatter, likely due to the above-
mentioned issues with accurately measuring higher wind 
speeds, locating the storm center in the CYGNSS L3 MRG 
wind fields, and the unreliable spatial coverage of the inner and 
outer cores of the storms. Future product releases will be aimed 
at improving the R34 algorithm performance and characterizing 
the uncertainty in the estimates. Overall, while there are notable 
caveats to the dataset, the improved coverage of storm-force 
winds provided by the L3 MRG dataset should provide an 
unprecedented source of TC wind speed data for assimilation 
and storm guidance applications. 
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